PUBLIC ROADS are hard-surfaced, full-width motor vehicle driving roads. Caution should be taken when walking along auto roads. Always walk facing traffic whenever possible.

CARRIAGE ROADS generally have shale surfaces and moderate grades. They are the best choice for easy walking, ski touring, horseback riding, and carriage drives.

FOOT PATHS & HIKING TRAILS may be level or steep, smooth or rough, and range from easy to difficult. They afford the hiker an opportunity to experience more closely the natural environment. The path and trail system is often adjacent to steep cliffs and deep chasms, and entails an element of risk for the hiker. Do not lean on railings or go around barriers.

ROUGH PATHS & ROCK SCRAMBLES are primitive paths. They often lead through boulder fields requiring the use of hands as well as feet. Rocks may be wet and slippery. Paths are often on the edge of cliffs and rock debris and do not have railings. There is danger associated with these paths, with the risk of injury. They should be attempted only by the agile and experienced hiker in good health and with appropriate footwear and clothing.

Hiking is permitted between dawn and dusk. Night hiking is not permitted. Always carry a map, and note landmarks along the way.

The unshaded area on this map is the property of Mohonk Mountain House. A permit is required for the use of these lands (except by House Guests). Admission can be obtained at the Mohonk Gatehouse.

The shaded area on this map is the property of the Mohonk Preserve and the Open Space Conservancy. By reciprocal arrangement, hiking guests and mountain house guests may use these lands.
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HOW TO GET TO SKY TOP TOWER:
Follow our signature trail (indicated by arrowheads on the map). From the Gatehouse parking lot, the distance to Sky Top Tower is approximately 2.7 miles (about an hour of hiking). The trail includes carriage roads, footpaths, and staircases. The hike is a net gain in elevation (uphill) with varied gradients. The suggested walking route from the Gatehouse to Sky Top Tower: Leave the Gatehouse parking lot via Huguenot Trail to Whitney Road to North Lookout Road, then Glen Anna Path to Huguenot Drive to Sky Top Road. For your return trip to the Gatehouse parking lot, please reverse the directions above. In order to have ample time for your return hike to the Gatehouse, we recommend that you depart no later than one hour before dusk.

HOW TO GET TO THE LABYRINTH:
Follow our signature trail (indicated by arrowheads on the map). Leave the Gatehouse parking lot via Huguenot Trail to Whitney Road to North Lookout Road, then Glen Anna Path to Huguenot Drive to the Putting Green and the Boat Dock. Follow Lake Shore Drive over the wooden bridge. Just past the bridge, you will find the entrance to the Labyrinth. The Labyrinth will take you through the cliffs to the Lemon Squeeze and from there to Sky Top Tower. For your return trip to the Gatehouse parking lot from Sky Top Tower, we recommend that you depart no later than one hour before dusk.

The shaded area on this map is the property of Mohonk Mountain House. A permit is required for the use of these lands (except by House Guests). Admission can be obtained at the Mohonk Gatehouse. The shaded area on this map is the property of the Mohonk Reserve and the Open Space Conservancy. By reciprocal arrangement, hiking guests and mountain house guests may use these lands.
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